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Software has beendeveloped for a human-computer in
teraction(HCn courseofferedby the Psychology Depart
ment ofthe University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
In the course, students design experiments and evaluate
specific areas of interest in HCI. Three programs used
to support these studies are described here. With slight
modification, these programs can also be used in HCI
research.

Knowledge Representation Program
Description. Knowledge Representation is a program

designed to evaluate the hypothesis thatpeoplewithdiffer
ent levels of expertise in operating systems have differ
ent mental representations of those systems (see, e.g.,
Adelson, 1984; Anderson, 1982; Kay & Black, 1984).
This program builds the required data matrices for input
intocommercially available multidimensional scalingpro
grams needed for analysis of the data. The Knowledge
Representation program uses 18 commands that a
hypothetical text editor might possess to evaluate differ
ences in knowledge representation of users. The program
randomly orders and displays the 153 ([18x 17]/2) pair
wise comparisons required. Subjects respond by enter
ing similarity judgments.

Input. First, subjects input a unique three-character
identifier, such as their own initials. Next, they answer
a short questionnaire that experimentersuse to properly
assign the subjects to one of four groups: novice users,
casual users, nontechnical users, or technical users of
computing machinery (see Card, Moran, & Newell,
1983). Subjectsrespond to each of the randomly ordered
153pairwisecomparisons by ratingeachpair on a 7-point
similarity scale. Finally, subjects rate each of the 18com
mandson five unidimensional scales(e.g., How destruc
tive is this command?). Command order is randomized
for each question. Ratingson these unidimensional ques
tions can be used in multiple regression equations as
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predictors of the multidimensional scalingoutput dimen
sions. For example, if ratingson the destructiveness scale
account for a high amount of variance in the multi
dimensional scaling solution, then one can argue that de
structiveness is one of the dimensions used by subjects
in their pairwise ratings.

Output. For each subject, the program builds a data
file containing answers to the questionnaire on the first
line, followedby an 18x18 square matrix of the ratings
produced by the subjects. The order of the responses
withinthe matrix is uniformacross all subjects. A second
5x 18 matrix is created that saves subjects' responses to
the unidimensional questions for use in the multiple
regression. Again, the order of the responses is uniform
across subjects.

Limitations. No reliability analysis is afforded in this
program, but such an analysis can easily be added. in
trinsically, the number of commands available for com
parison is limited (to 18), because the number of pair
wise comparisons increases dramatically as the number
of commandsincreases. The program can be modifiedto
allow three command comparisons.

Analogies Program
Description. The Analogies program addresses the is

sue of whetherthe use of analogies will facilitate the leam
ing of a new system. Well-knownexamplesof analogies
used in learning include the use of hydraulic principles
to assist in the learning of electrical circuit principles
(Gentner & Gentner, 1983) or the use of a filing card anal
ogy to assist in the learning of computer text editors
(Rumelhart & Norman, 1981). This program allows
evaluationof the subjects' abilities to traverse a complex
menu system after receiving various training regimens.

A studyusingthisprogrammighthavethreeconditions:
no training; training with a schematic of the menu sys
tem that subjects memorize; and trainingwitha schematic
and a metaphor that liken the menu system to a multi
story department store with different departments, sub
departments, and elevators for access (see Billingsley,
1982). Since this program supports network-like menu
structures, great flexibility is provided.

Input. The Analogies programpreselects variousroutes
through the menufor the subjects to traverse.Theseroutes
are determinedby a data file, whichcan be easily edited.
Subjects must enter simple commands on the keyboard
to direct themselves through the menu system and to ar
rive at requested nodes within the menu structure.

Output. The Analogies program produces a me of the
commands, the latenciesto issue the commands, and the
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path the subjects traverse to arrive at the various loca
tions in the menu system.

Limitations. Themainlimitation of the Analogies pro
gram is that the subjects' task is simply to movethrough
a menustructure. Thus, complex tasksthat use menus in
a secondary role are notcurrently supported. This menu
program canbe modified for morecomplex tasks by using
the program as a supporting routine.

Abbreviations Program
Description. HCIhas a literature devoted to determin

ingoptimal abbreviations for use in computing machinery
(Ehrenreich, 1985; Grudin& Barnard, 1985; Sebrechts,
Furstenberg, & Shelton, 1986). The Abbreviations pro
gramis a very flexible programthat is controlled by two
ASCII files prepared by the experimenter. The ex
perimenter must define the rules andthecommands he/she
wishes to use. There is no restriction on the number of
sets of abbreviations or the number of commands (to be
abbreviated) in each set. It is possible to conduct an ex
periment in which both the number of commands used
in each set and the commands themselves are different.
TheAbbreviations program testssubjects' abilities to en
codecommands as abbreviations; however, withchanges
to the instructions and the rules, it can also be used to
testdecoding. Therecall functions of theprogram areused
to testdifferences in subjects' abilities to recall commands
abbreviated underthe various rulesand mayprovide evi
dence as to which abbreviation is most effective. Each
phase of the program is timed, and keystamped output
is provided for the encoding/decoding phase. A sample
set of instructions and four sets of rules and commands
are provided in the Abbreviations program.

Input. Excluding user responses to system prompts,
the inputconsists of two prepared ASCIIfiles. The first
file consists of a set of instructions, and the second file
contains theabbreviation rulesandthe commands associ
ated with each rule.

Subjects are first presented with the instructions and
are allowed to recall themas needed. Next, subjects are
presented an abbreviation rule followed by a set of com
mands to abbreviate. At the completion of each set, sub
jectsinputas many of theabbreviations as possible. When
all sets of abbreviations have been completed, subjects
are prompted to recall and enter as manyas possible of
the abbreviations used during the experiment.

Output. Two filesare produced for each subject. The
first filecontains the abbreviations produced by the sub
ject (paired withtheexpected abbreviation) andthelatency
of the subject to produce theabbreviation inquestion. The
second filecontains the times, accurate to hundredths of
a second, required for each correct keystroke of an ab
breviation produced by a subject. This file also contains
data fromtheabbreviation recall portion of the program.
Each recall attempt is paired with the time required to
produce the recall andis codedas eithera match or a mis
match. Other descriptive statistics are also provided.
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Limitations. The internal documentation contains steps
needed to modify the outputto facilitate interfacing with
statistical programs. Smallsystems, with less than 256K
of memory, will limit the number of abbreviations that
can be efficiently processed in each set of abbreviations.

Common Program Cbaracteristics
Ail of these programs are written in Turbo Pascal by

Borland International. Theseprograms haverun success
fully onffiM andffiM-eompatible machines withone5%
in. disk drive, DOS 2.0 or higher, and 256K of RAM.
Ail subjects havebeenable to complete the experimental
conditions associated with each study in one or two l-h
sessions. Theprograms haveexternal data files as needed
and are well documented for ease of modification.

Program Uses
An adequate program is a necessary, but not a suffi

cient, condition to ensuresuccessful studyresults. These
three programs can be used, as written, to support a
laboratory associated with an HCI class, but with slight
modifications, the programs are sufficient for use in an
HCI research effort.

Program Availability
The programs are available on request by writing to

RobertSchumacher. Pleasesenda blank5V4-in. DSDD
formatted diskette and $2 (or $5without a diskette). Both
the sourcecode and the compiled program will be sent.
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